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CHIARA ZAMBONI, The Mother Tongue Amongst Trust, Semidelirium and
the Love of What is Alive (La lengua materna entre la confianza, el semide-
lirio y el amor a lo vivo, p. 19). In this article two aspects of the maternal
tongue are described. The first is that through which language is learned in a
connection between words and things, so much so that words have an
intimate link, that is not arbitrary, with things. The second aspect is that
through which one begins to go towards the symbolic when one begins to
play with words, with the signifiers. Both aspects have a great creative
capacity both in childhood and adulthood. But these two aspects can be
turned around into a negative. The first can close itself into a closed and self-
referring language, whilst the second can lead to a nihilistic uprooting and
sceptical relativism. I give as an example of a language that stays fixed to
concrete words, trying to return to childhood, the reflection of Anna Maria
Ortese on her adolescent writing in El puerto de Toledo. To this Ortese
contrasts the friendship towards what is alive that gave her the possibility of
recovering a writing that was not self-referencing, not fixed nostalgically on
childhood, but rather open to the world and trusting in language. From this
itinerary of Anna Maria Ortese we can learn a way of dealing with the
fragmentation that we live in this contemporary age, which invades the soul
with pieces of reality that are detached from each other and that we no
longer know how to fit in. The practice that is suggested is that of friendship
towards what is alive, the love of the world that leads us to take on in our own
being the fragments of reality that we experience. The soul, expanding itself,
experiences them as its own, it weighs them up and thus one can come to
express them in words without staying flattened by the fragmentation. The
love of what is alive leads us to take on the fragments of reality, whilst the
trust in language sustains the desire to give them symbolic expression.
Without trust, we would remain mute.
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LIA CIGARINI, But, What Crisis is This? (Pero ¿qué crisis es esta?, p. 37). It
is well-known that politics is in a state of great crisis. Wars, an uncontrollable
global market, a toughening in the forms of representative democracy. This
state of things is condemned by many, at least in Italy, where we speak of
degradation, decadence, etc. Many sustain that there exist alternative
political practices, but the theatre of the parties, in spite of already not
controlling the changing reality, takes up all the visible space, and covers up
the movements that fight to modify things, those of peace, the environment,
work, women, etc. There is truth there but I am interested in another
approach, adjacent to that of the frontal and general discourses on the crisis
of politics, this latter in the end a formula that ends up as an excuse. In the
decadence of the politics and the degradation of Italian society there is
beginning to come through –I believe– a repressed and unresolved mascu-
line question. That has as an ultimate consequence that the interpretative
paradigms of reality that continue to be used, no longer work. The point is
that masculine society in its whole has not taken on an awareness of the end
of the fathers nor of the necessity to measure itself with the political
subjectivity of women, although some men have and perhaps it is the
beginning of a change. Today there are many symptoms of the loss of
meaning of what it means to be a man, from the most evident and coarse to
the most sophisticated. The uncontrolled narcissism of the politicians and
intellectuals seems to me the most evident, and I am not only thinking about
Italy. France has Sarkozy. There is not an awareness of the fact that the
inefficiency of politics should be attributed to the breaking down of masculine
genealogy and of its language, and to its incapacity to measure itself with the
other one and its political knowledge.
JUANA CASTRO, the Free Sense of Being Woman(El sentido libre de ser
mujer, p. 43).I want tho reflect or reveal a Kind of picture that could be like the
images of a film, and that have to do with my life. My poetry is not separate
from my life, but rather it forms part of my biography. Poety, to become
poery, has to go through some transformations in order to make that work of
art, so that it is not always exactly whad is. All the books are different to each
other and each relates to a periad of my life and to some concrete facts.
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ROSA MILLÁN GARCÍA, Certainties and Uncertainties in My Work in a
Refuge for Women Who Have Been Victims of Male Violence (Certezas e
incertidumbres en mi trabajo en una Casa de Acogida para mujeres vícti-
mas de la violencia masculina, p. 73). I relate my experience of twenty years
working in the local administration, in programmes for women and in a
refuge for abused women. I highlight the symbolic revolution that the
relationship with feminists of difference has brought about in me, leading me
to leave institutional politics. Setting out from this experience, I propose, in
order to help the women that suffer violence, the creation of “live” services
managed from the politics of desire: women who want to work with women,
who love what they do, in a sharing out of skills that takes into account
personal capacities and talents, co-ordinated from the relationship of autho-
rity, respect, solidarity and disparity. That what is done is out of the dignity
and respect for what one is, in the attentive listening to what women desire.
A Woman’s House that is an alive place, because I desire to work loving
what I do, in respect, dignity for what I am, free of the politically correct, of the
staleness of the patriarchy, in the learning and practice of disparity, of
difference, because for me, equality is madness in its unreachability.
ANTONIA DE VITA, Seeking a More Elemental Politics: Sustaining
Capacities, Opening Possibilities (Buscando una política más ele-
mental: sostener capacidades, abrir posibilidades, p. 83) In the so-
ciety of change and the radical transformation of forms of working, in
what conditions and creating what contexts does feminine difference
continue to be available to express positively the value and quality of
educational relationships?
Is it still possible – and if it is, how – to create contexts of education
whereby to sustain capacities and open up real possibilities and not
only metaphoric ones, for young and adult women? To undertake
paths of training understood as opportunities to make a positive
feeling grow of being and being with other women/men?
These questions will guide a brief exploration through the gambles of
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training with young and adult people today. Submitted to and limited
by an economist conception, training and its market stress the impor-
tance of relationships to be able to do without them more easily. I set
out, therefore, the need to find new forms in order to again put into
play the invaluable quality of relationships and their creative poten-
tial; perhaps it is the most important thing for those who in training
and teaching apply themselves with passion and dedication.
Guided by the need that we have for politics and by the movement
between different generations of women and feminine genealogies,
we will explore how to give existence to a more elementary politics
that knows how to respond to questions from women and men;
complex questions like our society and simple like our humanity.
MARTA CARAMÉS, The Educational Relationship: A Braid of Freedom,
Time and Love (La trena de llibertat, temps i amor enfilant les preguntes per
la relació educativa, p. 99) sets out from the narration of an experience of
relationship between women. Setting out from that experience I have
explored the paths that the search for understanding that the ties and knots
of this educational relationship have brought to me along the way. Knots and
ties that have finally been braided into questions about relationship. And of
the fruit of that braid is born the text that I present to the Spring Seminar of
Duoda, looking to continue to keep alive the questions pertaining to free-
dom, time and love that run through the relationship in education.
MARINA SANTINI, Words and Images: Food for Freedom. The Educational
Relationship in Hildegard and Herralda (Palabras e imágenes: alimento de
libertad. La relación educativa en Hildegarda y Herralda, p. 119). This work
was born in the Community of pedagogical practice and historical research
of the Milan Women’s Bookstore, following the passion of Marirì Martinengo
for the Middle Ages: Marirì has devoted herself to the study of Hildegard and
we recognise her as our teacher. I begin the research into Herralda so-
mewhat fearfully and insecure, because I did not want her to be an object of
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study like any other, but I lacked the instruments that might allow me to do it
in any other way. In the continuous exchange within our community, a
different kind of research took shape, a putting oneself in the first person in a
direct relationship with the figure that I was discovering: after the first
encounter with Herralda, I began to let myself be guided by her, I looked at
Herralda with the free looking achieved with women’s politics and with the
teaching of Marirì and, from a simple compiler of a medieval Summa,
Herralda came to be an author who used the image wisely in order to speak
her freedom. That is why I can say that the figures of before that I study here
are today our teachers: in my practice of teaching – and in that of other
women of the autorreforma of education in Italy-, in the care and attention
towards to what is happening, to the relationships struck up between female
student and teacher and between the female students, I recognise practices
that are well represented in the two medieval authors. Since I began to get
close to above all to Herralda and, through the research of Marirì also to
Hildegard, I have modified my day to day relationship with the female
students. I have made mine the freedom that I have seen acting in the words
of Hildegard and in the use of images by Herralda. My relationship with the
students is marked by it and has found new meanings. Today, in Italy and in
other places, the mass media throws out continuous alarms about the
decadence of teaching. But the teaching works. Many women teachers
continue their work of civilisation. In Italy there has been taking place for
many years now a progressive feminisation both of the one who teaches
and the one who learns. There are positive experiences in all areas of
school.
FATIMA PORTELA CARPINTERO, Attention and Love in Education.
The Play of Distances (Atención y amor en educación. El juego de
las distancias, p.167). This is a reflection that sets out from the
encounter between the reading of the text by Simone Weil Gravity
and Grace and various texts by women writers who think education
from the cut of sexual difference. Setting out from herself, thinking
from a “sweet dependence”, the author reflects upon the importance
of loving attention towards the other with a knowing how to be there
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that allows one to see beyond what is commonly visible. Attention,
desire and consent make up the act of love that for her is education
as a way of educating otherness through opening oneself up to the
distance “between what one is and that which one loves” permitting
thus the other, male or female, to be.
